The reference structure for WT*T4L it the 1.25 Å resolution crystal structure 3DKE in the PDB. The melting temperature of the N-domain is lower than the melting temperature of the C-domain for both species.
Generation of folding trajectories
The reference structure for WT*T4L it the 1.25 Å resolution crystal structure 3DKE in the PDB. Both structure have been subjected to energy minimazation (2000 steepest descent) using a united atom model with implicit solvent [3] .
Folding simulations of WT*T4L and CP13*T4L have been performed using a structure-based model that has one centre of interaction per amino acid in the C α position [1] Construction of the optimal reaction coordinate
Identication of the single coordinate that accurately describes complex folding process is challenging. In many cases, the standard progress variables (e.g. number of native contacts, radius of gyration, root mean square distance from the native structure) are not good reaction coordinates, because they do not preserve the barriers on the free-energy surface (FES) and thus may mask the inherent complexity of the latter [5] .
A number of methods to construct good reaction coordinates have been suggested [612] . Here we employ a method which constructs the coordinate based on system dynamics by optimizing its cut-based free-energy prole (cFEP) [7, 13] .
Given a set of trajectories Y j (i∆t) recorded with time interval ∆t and a functional form dening the reaction coordinate P , the time series
, where the partition function Z C (x) equals half the number of transitions performed by X j (i∆t) through point x. The F C together with the conventional histogram-based free-energy prole F H determine the coordinate-dependent diusion coefcient D(x), and completely specify diusive dynamics [7] . The optimal coordinate is constructed by numerically optimizing the parameters of the functional form P to make the mean rst passage time (MFPT) to the native state largest. The MFPT is computed by numerically integrating the Kramers equation [7] t
It is reasonable to assume that any bad projection that results in overlapping of dierent parts of the conguration space will result in faster kinetics, i.e., in a smaller MFPT. Clearly the longest MFPT is obtained on the original free-energy surface or from a projection where no such overlapping occurs. Hence, the maximum value of the integral in Eq. 1 can serve as a denition of the best one-dimensional projection. The functional form of the reaction coordinate was obtained by generalising the conventional number of native con- and nally selecting the one that gives the highest MFPT.
Equilibrium free energy prole
The equilibrium free-energy landscape is com- 
Additional analysis of the intermediate and transition states
The system dynamics in each basin and transition state have been quantitatively characterised by the calculation of RMSF (root mean square uctuations) for each particle i, frictions [17, 18] . To check that the ndings reported here do not depend on the choice of friction coecient we repeated simulations with higher friction coecients (γ = 3; 5 and 10 ps −1 ) and analysed them using the optimal reaction coordinate found at γ=1 ps −1 ( Figure S4 ). 
